Antonomics!
A child, contemplating the nature of money, asks ‘do ant colonies ever collapse through debt’?
Ants have existed for at least 120 million years and ants run complex economies, yet the concept of debt has never
entered the mind of an ant. No ant colony will ever turn the power of its economy over to a few debt banker ants,
no ant colony will allow their monetary supply to be created as ‘debt confetti’ from nothing, with no intrinsic
measure, forcing the ant colony to collapse through hunger and austerity. Ants are too smart to fall into the abyss
created by the debt banker ants, the ants are too clever to join the debt throngs of the ignorant, the insane and the
sociopathic! No ant will borrow $1 at 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, to create a
debt of 214 trillion dollars! No ant will work for 15 out of every 20 years of their working lives, simply to give the
treasures of the ant colony, in the form of interest payments, to the debt banker ants. What then is the secret for
ants and economics, the secret we can call ‘Antonomics’.
Ants power their colonies using ant life force, a power given freely from the cosmos. We too could define money as
human life force traded within a marketplace, or more precisely, ‘I will go to the sea for a fish, if you go to the hills
for fruits, and tonight we will feast’.
Ants base their colonies upon ant-hours of labour, allowing the ants to organise nest building, road building and
food gathering. We too could define monetary work as ‘the distance a typical human being, walking at the normal
speed of 5km/hr, will cover within one hour, that is 5000 metres'. This is a measure for human physiology, human
psyche, time, distance and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum. This is a
monetary measure which can now be priced within the marketplace, according to our labour, skills and technology,
a measure which can create a natural economy as vibrant as the ant colonies.
Ants combine their work potential to energise their colonies through productive work. We too could calculate the
potential labours for the people, projected ahead for the next year, to create an asset lake within the heart of our
nation, a lake which can be released through the turbine of monetary policy to power our economy, debt free.
Antonomics then fulfils Aristotle's five requirements for authentic money, to be portable, durable, divisible, easily
recognisable and intrinsically valuable, qualities which allow asset money to become a system for payment, a
measure for prices and a store of value. Antonomics fulfils the economists' dream for a monetary system which is
100% reserve and operates using the minimal technological costs, those of debt, interest, taxation and inflation.
Antonomics is beyond the capitalist and communist divide, the struggle over the
ownership of the nation’s business structure, as it is perfectly feasible for private
businesses to operate using an asset based monetary system. Indeed, this is perhaps the
only way that our businesses can survive, without being destroyed by the financial crimes,
surrounding racketeering.

Antonomics creates a 100% reserve asset lake, with each droplet within the lake formed from the life force of each
individual. In this way, the financial power is returned to the people within the nation. The people have become
their own central bank!
Antonomics provides an asset currency which can be micro-managed to suit every community within the nation,
with the currency adjusting to the local rates for labour, goods and services. This micro-management resists the
forces for centralised power and control, a centralisation which often drives humanity insane with greed.
Antonomics allows us to monetise all the realms for our economy, including the realms which are presently unpaid,
such as the 'commons', the beating heart of our nation, the realms which include the carers, the students, the artists
and the children.
Antonomics allows us to issue each person within our nation with a universal basic income, an income of perhaps 20
work hours per week, a base income to seed our lives, our relationships and our business ventures.
Antonomics gives us a monetary system which is controlled and owned by our nation, with a $1 loan at 0% annual
compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creating a debt of only $1. The people now retain 100% of the
proceeds from their working lives!
Antonomics removes a thousand ‘dark flowers' for usury, dark flowers which continually poison our world with
hunger, greed and war.
Antonomics moves us beyond debt structures and fraudulent capital, created by debt bankers monetising their
customers’ assets, within a banking mirror.
Antonomics moves us from a monetary level of medieval ‘oil lamps’, into the financial realms of ‘hydro power’ and
electricity.
Antonomics shows us the path to financial freedom and natural abundance.
Antonomics proves a cosmic maxim, ‘to change the world, change the
monetary supply’!
Antonomics is an insurance policy against the inevitable collapse of the debt
bankers' monetary system, the financial disaster which will arise when the
debt bankers' mirror, shatters into a billion pieces!
And finally, Antonomics could demonstrate these financial principles, using Cyclos banking software, to create an
international marketplace. Welcome to Antonomics!
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